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MULTI-SKILLED CRAFTSMEN STEP
UP TO HELP HERBICIDE
MANUFACTURER COMPLETE
COMPLEX FLOORING PROJECT
Manhattan Mechanical Services’ team of multi-skilled
craftsmen plays a key role in shielding Nufarm’s herbicide
production for the agricultural, turf and specialty markets in
North America. From scheduled maintenance and
pipefitting to tank installs and code repairs, Nufarm
Americas Inc. relies on the expertise and efficiency of
Manhattan Mechanical to help keep its processes running
smoothly. Located in Chicago Heights, the manufacturer's
facility was originally a pre-prohibition brewery. The
former brewery was allegedly frequented by the notorious
American gangster Al Capone.

25630 S Gougar Rd, Manhattan, IL, 60442
3450 Michigan Ave., East Chicago, IN 46312
e: sales@mmsllc.us

Recently, Nufarm faced a very different and even unique
construction challenge. The manufacturer planned to
convert a specific area of its processing facility into a
cafeteria and employee break rooms.
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Manhattan Mechanical steps up
Installing this type of wood flooring in a
building filled with old chemical manufacturing
equipment is not a simple task. The special
challenge? Nufarm Project Manager Jeff
Lachapell had difficulty tracking down a flooring
contractor willing to take on the complex job.
“I reached out to multiple flooring contractors,”
he says. “Nobody wanted to do it.”
So Nufarm had to find an alternative service
provider. As luck would have it, they already
employed a team of multi-skilled craftsmen
who don’t scare easily.

“They were willing to go
the extra mile and that
truly sets them apart
from other contractors.”
Jeff Lachapell
Project Manager, Nufarm

Click HERE to Manhattan Mechanical faced
challenges head on and completed the project
successfully.
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MIKE'S
MONTHLY MESSAGE

EMPLOYEE
SPOTLIGHT

Manhattan Mechanical Services prides itself on
the successful execution of projects from
beginning to end. At the epicenter of this success
is communication. With clear and open
communication lines between our clients and
team, we ensure that no stone is left unturned in
all project areas: deadlines, scheduling, safety,
concerns, etc. Our focus is on meeting our clients’
goals, and by communicating effectively, we can
meet those goals efficiently and safely.

This month Manhattan Mechanical is highlighting
Janet Lord. Janet has been with us for three years
and currently holds the position of Office
Manager. She loves that she never has the same
day twice in a row and that there is always
something new to challenge her. Janet also enjoys
traveling between both offices and job sites.
Manhattan Mechanical appreciates how safely
Janet has worked, and we are proud of the value
she adds to the team.

As always, put safety first, watch out for your
fellow team member and remember, if it can be
done, it can be done safely.

When she’s not working, you can find her
crafting, gardening, or cheering on the Cubs and
LSU Tigers while enjoying some nachos.

SAFETY TIP
Before operating any equipment or tools, perform a hazard analysis of the work area and note
potential risks in the JSA. Remember that leather gloves are mandatory at all times, using impact,
high heat, or Kevlar gloves when necessary. Ensure all guards are in place and in proper working
order, and make sure your work area is clear.
Pay close attention to hand and wrist placement. For example, when using a grinder, make sure the
handle is in the proper position and keep your hands away from it until you've turned off the
grinder. When changing the wheels, unplug the grinder. Make sure the grinder is double action so
that if your hands slip, it automatically shuts off.
Exercise caution with machines or areas that can cause extreme temperatures and use the
appropriate gloves based on the conditions. Examples of equipment that can cause extreme
temperatures are boilers that produce hot condensate water or an exchanger which runs oil and
heats it to 1500 degrees. Also, when using sharp objects, cut AWAY from the body and use cutresistant gloves.
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PROJECT BEHIND THE SCENES
FLANGE UPGRADE

Materials: USA MADE FITTINGS from local vendor
Weld Count: Qty 10 - 10’’ .365 WT welds
Welding Process: GTAW
Tightest Tolerances: 100% XRAY DOT, torque of
flange sets to spec
In-Process Testing: 8-hour dead weight chart drive,
hydro-test with approximately 15,000 gallons of
water used at 650PSI for 8-hours

DEILPPA SEITILIBAPAC

Standards Met: API 1104 process piping

ECIVRES/TCUDORP

Product: USLD, gas

Highly skilled welders
Project coordination
Downhill DOT welding
OQ’s for working on DOT piping
X-ray quality welds

STHGILHGIH

3,168FT of underground piping hydrotested
Completed job on-time & under budget
While removing a spool for pigging the line, a
deformity was found in the piping. Per client
request to have it rebuilt, successfully completed
the request with additional welds as x-rays with
zero impact to schedule.
No rework, failed welds, or rejected welds
Upgraded the 150# flange sections to 300#,
allowing the customer to increase throughput
Exceptional safety standards and multi-skilled
craftsmen enable increased safety
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COMPANY NEWS

All-Female Class Graduates from
Project H.O.O.D Electrical Program
Since 2012, Project H.O.O.D. has brought a breath of hope for
residents of the Woodlawn and Englewood communities.
Adult and children’s programs provide mentorship, training,
and a sense of community to end the vicious cycle of poverty,
violence, and incarceration. A believer of its mission,
Manhattan Mechanical has been an avid supporter of Project
H.O.O.D since its inception in 2012 through donations,
training spaces, and employment offerings.
On March 15th, 2021, during Women’s History Month, Project
H.O.O.D kicked off its first all-female electrical class. After an
intense 15-week program, a graduation ceremony took place
on July 8th, and Manhattan Mechanical was on hand to
celebrate their accomplishments. Two women of the
graduating class were offered positions with the company.

Manhattan Mechanical sends our best wishes to the graduating
class of 2021 on this outstanding achievement!
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ABOUT US
Manhattan Mechanical Services is committed to a progressive career path for
employees, complete with certifiable skills training. Our apprenticeship program
ensures we provide our industrial partners with skilled laborers,
producing top quality at the lowest cost.
Manhattan Mechanical Services is a unique industrial mechanical construction services
provider that supports our customers in multiple areas: industrial maintenance services,
process piping, structural steel, equipment installation, scaffolding and insulation, and
more. With our merit shop philosophy, we are able to supply our industrial partners with
well-trained, multi-crafted professionals, saving them up to 25 percent on labor costs.
Our promise to you is high-efficiency, while maintaining higher quality.

25630 S GOUGAR RD, MANHATTAN, IL 60442
3450 MICHIGAN AVE, EAST CHICAGO, IN 46312

SALES@MMSLLC.US

(815) 478-9940
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